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Design and hnple111entation of STP, the 
Syntax-To-Prosody Interface of a 111ulti-lingual 

Text-To-Speech Systen1 

1 Introduction 

Erik Voskuil 

August 19, 1991 

The program STP ( Syntax To Prosody) is a part of a multi-lingual text-to
speech system ( TTS) that is being developed in the Esprit-project POLY
GLOT. 

The program calculates the distribution of sentence-accent on the basis 
of the syntactic analysis of a sentence. In the future the program will also 
handle intonational phrasing of sentences. STP is based on the Turbo-prolog 
program PROS3, which was written by Arthur Dirksen, and is written in C. 

As part of my studies incomputing science, at the Eindhoven University 
of Technology, I worked at the IPO for five weeks.During that period I wrote 
this program. My coach was Artur Dirksen. 

2 Interaction of STP with other modules 

The TTS-system consists of a number of modules, each working at a different 
stage on the path from input text to synthetic speech, held together by a 
common architecture and data-structure. All programming is done in C. 

2.1 Streams 

The main data-structure, by which modules communicate with each other, 
is a series of streams. A stream can be viewed as a list of similar (perhaps 
compound) items (records). Inbetween the elements of a stream are markers. 
Streams can be synchronized by linking markers. This synchronizing is 
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necessary in order to interrelate information in various streams. There are 
streams for every level of the text to speech proces. Modules read their 
input from a stream, and write their output to a (different) stream. For a 
complete introduction to the architecture see [Willemse 1991]. 

2.2 STP's input 

The STP-module uses the word- and the constituent-stream. 
The word-stream contains words and punctuation-marks which are pars

ed from the input text, plus information about lexical category and accent. 
The accent-field holds one of the values unspecified,deaccented or a.ccented. 

However. certain words are marked in the lexicon ( used by the parser) as 
inherently acC£ni€d or deacn.ntd. Also. values for accent may be preset 
by the user of the TTS using escape sequences. The default-value of the 
accent-field is unspt.Cified. 

The constituent-stream contains a full representation of the syntactic 
trees which are thP output by thP WCP-module (a syntactic parser). The 
constituent-stream has as its elements linked lists of constituents starting at 
the corresponding position in the word-stream. 

2.3 An example 

A simple example will demonstrate the word- and constituent stream. 
As input sentenrP we take : The man sleeps. 
Syntactic analysis will give us a sequence of trees like this : 

s ? 

I \ 
NP VP Punc 

I \ I 
Det NB VB 

I I 
N V 

l I 
the man sleeps 

In this example, we assume that the end-of-sentence punctuation is not 
included in the syntactic tree associated with the sentence, but occupies a 
tree of its own. 
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The word-stream will look like this: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

word lthe Iman !sleeps I. I I 
categorylDet IN IV IPunc I I 
accent IDeaccentedlUnspecifiedlUnspecifiedlUnspecifiedl I 

It is assumed here that the Det(erminer) 'the' is lex.ially specified as deac
ecnted. 

The constituent-stream will look like this : 

1 2 3 

name IS INB IVP 
bracketingl(NP\VP) IN IVB 
next I --> I --> I --> 

name I NP IN I VB 
bracketingl(Det/NB)I IV 
next I --> I NULL I --> 

name IDet 
bracketing I 
next I NULL 

IV 
I 
I NULL 

4 5 6 

I? I I 
!Punc I I 
I --> I I 

IPunc 
I 
I NULL 

The numbers above the streams represent the markers. If markers are linked 
they have the same number. The word- and constituent-stream are linked 
on a word-by-word basis. 

Each stream terminates in an empty element, called a HOLE. This is 
for implementational reasons. The bracketing is the righthand-side of the 
grammar-rule that was used to create the corresponding node in the syntac
tic tree. Although the slashes and parentheses in the bracketing are ignored 
by the parser in WCP they are essential to the prosodic analysis in STP. 

2.4 STP's output 

When STP has finished the prosodic analysis it writes the results to the 
word-stream, overwritting the old accent-values. 
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3 Internal structure of STP 

This chapter describes the STP-module and its internal structure. lmple
mentational details are left out of consideration. A low-level description of 
the program can be found in the commented source-code. 

3.1 Files 

The STP-module consists of the following files : 6 C-files, all of which but 
one have a header-file, and 3 data files. 

STP_MAIN.C STP_MAIN.H WORD.DAT 
STP_INPT.C CONSTIT.DAT 
STP_TREE.C STP_TREE.H FOCUS.DAT 
STPFOCUS.C STPFOCUS.H 
STP_PUT.C STP_PUT.H 
STP_UTIL.C STP_UTIL.H 

Besides the above mentioned files. STP uses all the files of the common 
architecture of TTS. 

3.2 STP _MAIN 

This file contains the interface with the 'world' . STP can either be run as 
a module in TTS. or, for testing purpo!3es, as a stand-alone program. 

\\'hen STP is used as a module in TTS, it is run by calling the function 
stp_run () which is defined in STP _MAIN. C. 

In case it is run stand-alone, STP will obtain its input from the data-files 
WORD. DAT and CONSTIT. DAT by calling a function in STP _INPT. C. The 
program will load the data and call the function stp_run(). Next it will 
print the results on the screen. 

The function stp_run() calls , in that order, build_tree_list() in 
STP _TREE. C. focus_ tree_list () in STPFOCUS. C and read_ tree_list () 
in STP _PUT. C. The first function will build a metrical tree, the second will 
use this tree to cakulate accents and the third will write the results back 
into the word-stream. 

Note: 
To run the program stand-alone one has to activate the function main() 
in STP _MAIN by adding the line : #define STP _STANDALONE , and then 
recompile the program. 
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3.3 STP -1NPT 

This file contains the code for entering test-data into the word- and consti
tuent-stream. This is done by calling fill_streams_from_data_files (), 
which will read the data-files WORD.DAT and CONSTIT.DAT. 

The format of these files is fixed. In the file WORD. DAT each word is 
entered on a separate line. A punctuation-mark is considered a word. Each 
line consists of a word followed by a space and an integer. This integer gives 
initial value for accent ( 0 = unspecifi,ed, 1 drnccented, 2 accented). The 
file CONSTIT. DAT is an enumeration of the linked lists one wants to enter 
into the constituent-stream. Each node of the linked list is entered on a 
separate line. and linked lists are separated by an empty line. Each line 
holds the syntactic category of the element followed by a space and the 
bracketing-information. 

To fill the streams with the example of paragraph 2.4 the WORD. DAT and 
CONS TIT. DAT should look like this: 

WORD.DAT 

the 1 
man 0 
sleeps 0 
. 0 

CONSTIT.DAT 

S (NP\VP) 
NP (Det/NB) 

Det -

NB N 
N -

VP VB 
VB V 

V -

? Punc 
Punc -

Note that, if a node is a leaf, the bracketing-field holds '-'. Don't forget 
to add an empty line after the last element of the last representation of a 
linked list. 
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3.4 STP _TREE 

STP _TREE contains the functions for building metrical binary trees. Be
fore build_ tree_list () is called the cursors in the word- and constituent
stream have been set to the leftmost elements. 

The function build_ tree_list O will use the information in the consti
tuent-stream to build one or more trees and puts these in a linked list. It 
calls the function build_tree(), which uses part of the information of the 
constituent-stream, until all elements of that stream have been used, that is 
until the cursor in the constituent stream reaches the rightmost end. 

When the WCP-parser cannot analyze a part of the word-stream it puts 
a HOLE in the constituent-stream. build_ tree_list cannot skip such a 
HOLE because the number of words in the word-stream and the number 
of leaves in the trees have to be the same. This is necessary for an easy 
synchronization of word- and constituent stream. Therefore for each HOLE 
a dummy-tree with only one leaf is created and put into the tree list. The 
accent-field of this leaf is u.nspccifi.€d. 

·while building a strictly binary tree the function build_ tree () uses 
the information in the constituent-stream in the following way : it uses the 
linked list the cursor in the comtituent-stream is pointing to, and takes all 
the elements of this list one by one. At the end of the list it moves the 
cursor one element to the right in the constituent-stream and starts reading 
the next linked list. It does so until a complete tree has been build. 

Every time a leaf is put into a tree the accent-field of this node has to be 
filled. For this the element in the word-stream the cursor in the word-stream 
is pointing to is used. The accent-field of the node is filled with the accent
field of this element in the word-stream. Next the cursor in the word-stream 
is moved one element to the right. 

Each node of the tree has the following data-structure : 

struct node { from sync_rnarker; 
syncat *Char; 
accent *short; 
slash integer; 
left *struct node; 
right *struct node; } 

from contains the value of the left-hand marker of the element in the consti
tuent-stream that is used to create the node. 
syncat holds the syntactic category of the node. 
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accent is a pointer to accent-value. Initiall:r these pointers are null or, in case 
the node is a leaf, point to the accent-value of the corresponding element in 
the word-stream. 
slash indicates the type of bracketing. The value will be noslash for brack
etings of the form - or X, and lf;ftslash or nghtslash for bracketings of the 
form (X/Y) or (X\ Y). 
left and right are pointers to the daughter( s) of the node. If a node is a leaf 
the pointers are null. If a node has but one daughter, right is null. 

To shape the binary tree build_ tree () uses the information in the 
bracket-ing-fields of the elements of the linked lists. The bracketing-fields 
tell how many daughters the node has. The function works recursively; for 
each daughter build_ tree () is called. Because we are building a binary 
tree we have to cater for the situation of more than two daughters. In that 
case the mother-node gets as a daughter a copy of itself. This is done as 
rnany times a& needed to make rnom for 'real' daughters. 
An example of this: 

A 
/ I \ 

B C D 
translates as 1) 

B 

A 
I \ 

A D 
I \ 

C 

or 2) 

A 

I \ 
B A 

I \ 
C D 

Whether it will be 1) or 2) depends on the bracketing of A. In the case of 
1) the bracketing is of the form ( ( X. Y) Z) and in the case of 2) of the form 
(X.(Y.Z)). The'.' in the formulas in the last line can be either a left- or a 
right-slash. 

The function build_ tree () uses string-utilities from STP _UTIL. C to pro
cess the information in the bracketing-fields. Build_ tree() expects the 
following properties of the constituent-stream to hold: 

l. The string in the bracket-fields has a correct number of parentheses ( a 
pair for each slash), and is well formed. 

2. The elements ·of the parse-tree that are writ.ten to the constituent
stream appear in a depth-first, left-to-right fashion. After each leaf a 
new linked list starts. 

The STP-module doesn't perform any syntax-checks on the input; it expects 
it to be correct. 
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After the streams have been filled with the data of the example of para
graph 2.4 a call of build_ tree_list () results in a list of two trees. 
They look like this : 

I 

NP 

I \ 
Det NB 

I \ I \ 
0 0 N 0 

I \ 
0 0 0 

3.5 STPFOCUS 

s 
\ 

I 
VB 

I \ 
V 0 

I \ 
0 

VP 

\ 
0 

? 

I \ 
Punc 0 

I \ 
0 0 

0 = NULL 

Here we are are at heart of it all. This filP contains the functions that perform 
the prosodic analysis. The function focus_ tree_list () calls the function 
focus_ tree() for every tree in the list of trees. focus_ tree O recursively 
calculates accents in the tree, according to the focus-accent theory as defined 
by Dirksen and Queue ( 1991 ). 

Initially a tree has the values mentioned in paragraph 3.4. When an 
accent has been set to acu;ntfd or dcacccnt€d, it stays that way; only un
speeiffrd accent-fields arE' assigned new values. 
The following algorithm is applied to the nodes of the metrical tree in a 
depth-first. left-to-right fashion (i.e. lower nodes are dealt with before higher 
nodes). The algorithm is written here in pseudo-code. 
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Given a node X, perform 1 and 2: 

1 >BEGIN 
if X branches as (Y/Z) or 

if Z is deaccented then 
X shares accent with 
FOCUS applies to Z 

else 
X shares accent with 
FOCUS applies to Y 

else 
if X branches as Y then 

X shares accent with 
FOCUS applies to Y 

END 

2>BEGIN 
FOCUS applies to X 

END 

(Z\Y) 

y 

z 

y 

then 

I* y is strong *I 
I* z is weak *I 

I* z is strong *I 
I* y is weak *I 

The function FOCUS () is defined as follows, again in pseudo code : 

FOCUS(X) 
BEGIN 

if Xis not deaccented then 

END 

if the syntactic category appears in a list of 
"focus" categories then Xis accented 

else 
if Xis a weak node (or the top node of a tree) then 

Xis deaccented 

Testing whether a node should be focused is performed by focus(). 
If the node is not deaccrnted it calls focus_cat(). This function uses 
the data-file FOCUS. DAT, which contains a list of all focusable syntactic 
categories. Each syntactic category must be written on a separate line. 

Sharing of accent is implemented by using pointers to accent-values. A 
leaf node will point to an accent-value which was read from the word-stream. 
This value is passed upwards in the tree by the fact that each higher node 
is made to share accent with one of its daughters (i.e. by making accent
pointers point to the same memory-location), thus creating a path of 'strong' 
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nodes. If the focus rule makes a change to an accent field, these changes are 
reflected over the entire path. 

3.6 STP_PUT 

This file contains the files for writing the results of the prosodic analysis 
to the word-stream. The function read_ tree_list () calls read_ tree() 
for every tree in the list, in the right order. Before read_ tree_list () is 
called the cursor in the word-stream has been set to the leftmost element. 

Read_ tree() walks through the tree depth-first, left-to-right. Every 
time it finds a leaf in the tree it writes the accent of the leaf in the accent
field of the element in the word-stream the cursor is pointing to, and moves 
the cursor one element to the right 

Because just as many leaves as words in the word-stream are created this 
proces works. It is important that the \VCP-parser writes the right number 
of HOLES in the constituent-st.ream for the parts of the word-stream it 
cannot parse. 

3. 7 STP _UTIL 

STP _UTIL contains some string-functions which are used during the parsing 
of the bracketing-fields. 

4 Proposed Modifications and Improvements 

The progam was developed in a rather short time and needs some more work. 
There is one big problem to be solved: the allocation and deallocation of 
various internal structures. Some minor modifications are proposed below, 
especially to make the program more robust. 

4.1 Malloc Misery 

During the development of the program on a VAX-system problems arose 
while using the function malloc () for parts of structures. This was over
come by using the function L_MALLOC_ OR_ELSE (), defined in the co1mnon 
architecture. The difference between these two functions is not clear. The 
program now runs on the VAX, but the same code doesn't always work on 
a PC, when compiled with Turbo C++ (version 1.0). 

At this moment both allocation functions are used in the program. 
Maybe that causes trouble during various allocations? The program, while 
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being run on a PC, sometimes aborts while trying to allocate space for a 
string. It is not clear why. 

To overcome this problem all allocations in STP _ TREE and STP _ UTIL 

have to be re-written. For every variable of a struct-type space has to be 
allocated using the s izeof () function ( which was not present (?) in the 
VAX C-library). Maybe only L_MALLOC_OR_ELSE() should be used, to 
avoid clashes between the two allocation-functions. 

When space is allocated for a string ( words, bracketings and syntac
tic categories) a constant amount is allocated using constants defined in 
STP _MAIN. H. This should be changed in allocating the amount of space that 
is necessary using the str len () function. 

After declaration of pointers these are not set to NULL. This should be 
done. 

In copy _mother() and build_ tree(), defined in STP _ TREE, space is 
allocated to hold accent information for every node. This space is filled with 
the value unspecified. This allocation should be performed only for leaves 
(in focus(), focus_weakO, build_tree_listO and build_tree()) and 
initially all pointers to accents should be set to NULL, since these will be 
assigned a value through sharing with leaves. 

4.2 Towards a more robust. program 

As said before the program expects all input to be perfect. The information 
in the constituent-stream must describe complete trees. Errors in the stream 
cause the program to abort or hang. If this is not desirable, syntax checking 
should be performed on the stream before build_ tree_list () is called 
or during this function. For instance if a bracketing-field of an element in 
a linked list of the constituent-stream says ( X/Y) the program expects the 
next element of the linked list to have syntactic category X. Maybe it should 
check this and return an error if not su. 

In stand-alone mode the same requirements apply to the data-files, or 
the function read_data_from_files () will abort, hang or produce garbage. 
This section of the program can be made more robust by adding syntax 
checks to the function read_data_from_f iles () or by adding an editor for 
the data-files that does the syntax-checking. 

4.3 Improving focus-cat() 

The function focus_cat() needs improving. At this moment for every 
call of this function the data-file FOCUS. DAT is read from disk. This should 
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be done once before starting the prosodi, analysis, The focus information 
should be put in a linked list. 
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